
Trouble-shooting: Heat-shrink Tube 

Please note, there is much commonality between the different models of LabelStation and therefore it 
is advisable to read the comments on other models if you cannot find a diagnosis relating to your 
own. 
 

Heatshrink tube (sleeve) too thick to pass beneath label guides

See next item below. 
 

Heatshrink tube (sleeve) too narrow for the printer

Q.  I cannot align the heatshrink sleeve in the printer because the label guides don’t come 
close enough together.  How can I remedy this? 
 
A.  If you have a Pro 200/Pro 300 LabelStation you can fit heat-shrink tube guides, 
order code: Q-LSTGUIDE.  See below. 
 

You need these guides for any heatshrink tube less than 20mm wide (flattened), and for extra large 
width tube made of thicker material.  To calculate the approximate width of heatshrink when flattened, 
or vice versa, use the following equations: 
 

Flattened width = 1.57 x Dia + 1.5 
Diameter = flattened width – 1.5 / 1.57 

 
If you are using a LabelStation Industrial you need the tube guides shown below.  Any other model 
(e.g. 342, CN, Pro 240 and Pro XL) you cannot fit guides and are limited to the larger heat-shrink 
tubing. 
 



Pro 200/Pro 300:  Red light error when using heat-shrink tube guides

Q.  I am using a Pro 200/Pro 300 LabelStation to print on heat-shrink tube and I have fitted the 
plastic guides to take the tubing.  Why does the red error light illuminate when I try to print? 
 
A.  You might need to recalibrate the printer's gap sensor.  Also ensure that the label template is set 
to  ‘Continuous’ (as opposed to ‘Gap’). 
 
Although the heat-shrink tubing does not pass under the Gap Sensor while tube guides are fitted, the 
sensor may still need recalibrating.  If you are using LabelDirect software in these circumstances you 
need to recalibrate using the Diagnostic Tool or by the ‘flashing light' method (see User Manual) 
because while in ‘Continuous’ mode LabelDirect does not allow gap sensor calibration. 
 

Model CN:  Narrowest heatshrink sleeve printable.

Q.  What is the narrowest heat-shrink sleeve that can be passed through the model CN 
LabelStation, and can I use heat-shrink sleeve guides to compensate? 
 
A.  The  narrowest heat-shrink sleeve that the CN printer will handle is 18mm (flattened). 
Guides Q-LSTGUIDE cannot be used with this model. 
 

Pro 200/Pro 300:  Heatshrink tube streaky printing

Q.  I am  using a Pro 200/Pro 300 printer with an electric cutter and am getting streaks along 
the heat-shrink tube when I print on it.  I am unable to adjust out these marks using the print 
speed and temperature settings.  What can I do? 

A.  Streaks are caused by the printer advancing the tube extra distance to meet the cutter blade at 
the right point, then retracting it the same distance to start printing the next label.  Because the tube 
is retracted while the print-head is still hot, having just printed, the ribbon can deposit marks on the 
tube during this process. 
 
This problem occurs only when an electric cutter is used on heat-shrink tube.  We do not advise the 
use of an electric cutter on heatshrink tube because the blade is blunted prematurely by thick 
material of this kind. 

General deposit on sleeve

Q.  Why is there a general area of inky deposit all over the sleeve, which appears even when 
only pressing the Feed button? 
 



A.  This occurs with Industrial ribbon.  Use only General Purpose ribbon. 
 


